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Subscribe to RCMW
 RCMW is the only model airplane
magazine that provides all plans as full size
PDF files in every issue.  All pages of the
monthly online magazine can be printed out,
including the full size PDF files, using your
own computer printer.

 If you like to build models you will
appreciate the ability to see again antiques, old
classics, reproductions of kits, as well as new
designs made for the reliable, lightweight Mi-
cro RC equipment currently available.

 If you are one of the “Buy-&-Fly” fra-
ternity and would like to learn how to build and
repair models, RCMW is also the magazine to
read.

 Each issue is full of useful information
rather than just a seemingly unending series of
advertising for expensive models and equip-
ment.

 Subscriptions are $24 for a full year of
12 issues and you can also download the previ-
ous 11 issues on a rotating basis if you wish.

     To Subscribe, send $24 via PayPal to
 cardinal.eng@grics.net

     Don’t use PayPal ? - Send $24 US - (check,
money order (or cash at your own risk) to ---

 Roland Friestad
 1640 N Kellogg Street
 Galesburg, IL 61401
 USA

Copyright 2017 - R.W. Friestad - Not For Resale - Please Do Not Post on the Internet

ON THE COVER
S. Calhoun Smith (Cal Smith)

the artist for this cover was also a
superb model builder and many of his projects

appeared in  which used most of his work.
This cover was taken from the September 1950 issue
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For the Model Bulder and Flyer - June 2017 Issue

 Good News (Perhaps) -- The FAA has been told to back down on the
registration of model airplanes, at least temporarily.  We hope it becomes
permanent.  Thanks to the AMA and also to a lawyer who is also a model
builder and flyer who took it upon himself to sue the FAA.  Now we need to
wait and see if it sticks.

 We have a new RC project from Bob Aberle, this time an updated
electric RC version of a Frank Ehling free flight model that appeared origi-
nally in the September 1946 issue of Model Airplane News and was reprinted
in this online magazine in the recent February issue.  Bob liked the looks of
the original model so much that he did the conversion in record time.  It
makes for a nice little park flyer.

 It’s been over 10 years since the predecessor of this online magazine,
FULL SIZE PLANS, was started.  It seems like just yesterday (sort of).  The
original effort was to provide full size printed plans on a subscription basis to
those modelers who were interested in building some of the designs that they
saw while growing up, or who just wanted to look at plans in the same way
we used to eagerly await the new Sears Catalogs,  Guess that’s why the Sears
book was called the “wish book”  Later we combined with John Worth’s RC
Micro World magazine and the rest is history, over 10 years of it!

 In this issue we have revisited some of those plans that were originally
published.  At that time, because of the size limitations of newspaper printing
presses many of the plans had to be on multiple sheets and had to be taped
together to be used.  Now with large printers widely available that limitation
is pretty well gone.

 We have reproduced six of these original offerings as full size PDF
files that can be printed at your local copy shop.  Also included is a very
good-looking antique free flight design seen on these page for the first time,
the Peterson CRUISAIR, which had a lot of potential back in 1939 but was
lost in a fly-away during the Nationals of that year.

 Our regular monthly download of a complete digital issue of one of
the old model magazines includes on that many except the Old Timers among
us have never heard of. Model Craftsman contained articles about airplanes,
cars, machinery and railroad modeling.  Later on it became almost strictly
concerned with model railroading and I believe it is still published today with
a name reflecting that interest.  Back in the 1920’s through the 1950’s though
it had model airplane projects by well known model designers.  We have
included the April 1937 Model Craftsman issue here for downloading and
hope you enjoy it.

Keep ‘em Flying,
Roland Friestad, Editor



Ehling Diesel
Sportster - RC

By Bob Aberle
BACKGROUND
 I get my inspiration for new design
projects from many sources.  I do read every
single page of our own RC MICRO WORLD.
Each month I learn of new planes thanks to the
fact that Editor, Roland Friestad, has access to
thousands of plans as well as construction articles.

 The February 2017 issue of RCMW
contained an interesting design by Frank Ehling
called the DIESEL SPORTSTER.  This article and
original plans can be found in that February issue
beginning on page 28.  The original article and
design appeared in the September 1946 issue of
Model Airplane News.

 I recommend that before starting on this
project that you read the original article.  The
design of the SPORTSTER is not particularly
unique, but it is kind of “cute”.  The reason Frank
did this particular design is that the primary model
engine power in that time frame (1946) was by
spark ignition.

 This type engine required an ignition coil
and a separate battery. Both of these items could
add a lot of weight to the aircraft.  Hence, in those
days, models were big in size, to support the
power system.  Keep in mind that Ray Arden did
not come out with the glow plug engine until a few
years later.
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 But as Frank Ehling discovered, Diesel
engines of smaller displacement were coming in
from European suppliers.  Such engines rely on
the heat of compression to ignite the fuel air
mixture and as a result do not need an ignition coil
and battery.  This enabled Ehling to come up with
a design that had a little over 200 square inches of
wing area and a span of only 35 inches.

 Here I am holding my completed DIESEL
SPORTSTER, with electric power and RC.  Total
weight is only 12.6 ounces)

CHANGES MADE to ORIGINAL
 Most of my designs appearing in RC
MICRO WORLD have had wing areas of around
200 square inches.  The choice on my part was
kind of arbitrary and the resulting models all were
successful PARK FLYER size.

 That being the case, the 208 square inches
on the original SPORTSTER was good enough for
me so I stayed with the original wing area.  With
the generous stab area, I felt a CG location about
25% back from the wing leading edge would
work. As it turned out it worked perfectly and as a
result there was no need to extend the nose.

 The one thing I did do was increase the
vertical fin area very slightly.  It has been my
experience that as the model gets smaller in size,
the vertical fin area must be increased.  I'm sure
you will hardly notice the difference.

 Wing and tail construction is simple and
should require very little building time.  However,
the fuselage proved a problem.  The fuselage starts
with a crutch which runs down the middle of the
fuselage. Formers are placed above the crutch,
which provides the shape of the upper part of the
fuselage.

 But unfortunately, Ehling did not detail the
lower portion.  I had to do this myself using skills
that I picked up over many years.  I will be
supplying many photos in this article, so that you
can duplicate my version of the SPORTSTER.  I
think you will like the resulting design.  Here is
another photo of the finished model to get your
attention.



CONTRUCTION  NOTES
 Lets start with the wing first.  Construction
involves 18 wing ribs made from 1/16 inch balsa.
The two ribs closest to the wing tips will have to
be trimmed a little to fit properly.

 The two spars are made from 1/16 X 1/4
basswood or spruce.  Don't use balsa for the spars.
I filled in between the top and bottom spars with
vertical grain 1/16 balsa shear webs.  This adds a
lot to the wing strength.  What follows are a series
of photos of the wing under construction.

 Next you can make up the tail feathers.
The stab, elevator, vertical fin and rudder are all
made from 3/32 inch medium balsa.  Note that the
grain is different on the stab tips for extra strength.
You can also see the increased size of the vertical
fin and rudder.
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NOW FOR THE FUSELAGE
 Start by cutting out the 8 upper fuselage
formers from 3/32 inch balsa.  In the next photo
you will note that the formers have a slot at the top
of each one that accepts a strip of balsa. Even
though I did it that way on my prototype, I
switched over to a 1/8 X 1/4 balsa cap strip that
lays flat on top of those 8 formers.  The final plans
show it that way.

 The original SPORTSTER basically had a
flat bottom.  I decided to do it a different way.  I
made up the front portion of the fuselage with
rectangular shaped formers F-1, F-2 and F-3.
From F-3 back to the rear, the fuselage takes on a
diamond shape.  Construction of the fuselage
starts with the crutch which is made from 1/16 X
1/4 basswood, built on the top view of the fuselage
plan.

 When the crutch is completed add the 8
formers ( A thru H) to form the upper, rear portion
of the fuselage.

 I formed the lower fuselage shape using a
keel made from 1/8 inch balsa. That runs from the
rear of the firewall to the end of the fuselage.

 Former F-3 is made from 1/16 inch
plywood.  The 3/32 inch diameter landing gear
wire is attached to this former  with the help of soft
copper wire and 5 minute epoxy cement.  The
wheels are DuBro 1.5 inch diameter held in place
with DuBro 3/32 inch wheel collars.
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RADIO and POWER SYSTEMS
 Lets take a break for a short while and
discuss the RC and power systems to soon be
installed in the SPORTSTER.

 Total weight of those components is 4.6
ounces.  That includes 2 ounces for the Cheetah 2
cell 850 mAh Li-Po battery pack.  The source
information for all of these items is provided at the
end of this article.

 Note that the three wires exiting from the
Cobra motor and going into the ESC, are usually
soldered connections without connectors.  I've
never favored that approach so I purchase a set of
2 MM gold plated bullet connector pins from the
motor supplier, Innov8tive Designs.  This allows
me to easily swap motors and ESC's and also lets
me swap connections to reverse the motor rotation.

 Also note that I have been using the
Hyperion DSMX compatible 6 channel receiver
from Aircraft World.  This is a full range receiver
that weighs only 0.2 ounces and sells for just
$16.95.  I use it in conjunction with my Horizon
Spectrum DX-9 transmitter.

 The front three formers are now attached
to the crutch.

 The front windshield is added

 The 1/8 balsa wing saddle is added on top
of formers 3 and A, B and C

 The 3/16 inch diameter rear wood wing
hold down dowel is added.  Don't cement it in
place until after covering the fuselage.

 In this next photo you will see the front
fuselage sides which are made from 3/32 inch
balsa.

 Next the forward wing hold down dowel is
added.

 This next photo shows the entire structure
at this point in time.  The tail surfaces are just
tacked in place.
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NOW BACK TO THE CONSTRUCTION
 Now I'm concentrating on the front end of
the fuselage. The Cobra motor is attached to the
firewall F-1 using the four sheet metal screws
provided. You need a cut-out on the top of F-1 for
the passage of the motor wires. Formers F-2 and
F-3 basically form two compartments. One is for
the battery pack, which stands up vertically. The
other is for the ESC. Make holes in these formers
for the passage of cables.

 Now we are going to cover the tail
surfaces, in my case with Solite covering material
from BP Hobbies.  For hinges I use the DuBro
Electric Flyer Hinge Tape # 916.

 The two elevators are joined with .047 inch
diameter wire and 5 minute epoxy cement.

  Apply 3/32 balsa sheet in the back end of
the model, just in front of the stab leading edge.
Cover this area at this time.  This will allow you to
install the elevator and rudder control rods which
are made with Stevens Aero Models .073 inch ID
Teflon tubing with .025 inch diameter wire
running inside the tubing.  I connect the wire at the
servo arm (forward) with “Z” bends.  At the
control surface end I use DuBro Micro Control
Horns #919 along with Mini E/Z connectors # 915.
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 We are getting down to the end.  It's now
time to attach the stab/elevator and the vertical
fin/rudder at the rear end of the fuselage.  To assist
in the alignment of these surfaces you must attach
the wing at this point with a few rubber bands.
Then I align up the stab with respect to the wing
and hold it in place with a few push pins. Use a
little CA medium cement to temporarily hold the
stab in place. Follow that with an application of 5
minute epoxy cement.

 Then move on to the vertical fin and repeat
the same process.

 The elevator and rudder servos can now be
installed using #3M double sided tape along with
Permatex  Clear RTV Silicone adhesive sealant.
The servos actually are adhered to the centrally
located keel. One on one side while the other is on
the other side. These servo are stood up vertically
so that the output arm of the servo is facing up.
This takes a little patience, but it does work.

 The rear underside of the stab, showing the
control rod attached to the elevator control horn.

 In this next photo you see the battery and
ESC compartments before the top balsa sheeting
was added.

 The top sheeting has been added.

 I was concerned that with the receiver all
enclosed inside the fuselage, there was no access
to the binding plug.  So I plugged a servo
extension cable into the receiver binding port and
fed the cable to the outside of the fuselage.  At the
end of that cable I now can plug in the binding
plug.  This works well and is very handy. This is
what it looks like with the cable protruding out the
hole in the forward fuselage.
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 A look at the forward, lower section of the
fuselage.  At this point the fuselage has a
rectangular cross section.

 Several shots of the completed
SPORTSTER.

 This is an interesting photo.  It shows the
rectangular forward fuselage cross section at the
point where the diamond shape begins and runs to
the tail.
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 Another shot of the elevator control rod
hook-up, this one showing the sub-rudder installed.

 And this shows the rudder control rod
hook up.

 The simulated windows and windshield
certainly add to the overall appearance of the
SPORTSTER.  I was able to find a wonderful
source for this window material.  It is fashioned
from self adhesive contact shelf paper.  I was able
to obtain this from Amazon.  It is called Magic
Cover and it comes in a black matte finish.  The
roll is quite large, like 18 inches wide X 24 feet in
length.  I believe it cost only about $12.00.  It's
probably a life time supply.  I've listed the exact
website in the Sources Section at the end of this
article.

FINAL CG and CONTROL THROWS
 The CG position on the plans is 1-1/2
inches back from the wing leading edge, which is
25%.  The original plans did not show any CG
location.  I'm conservative and tend to use 25% for
most applications.  But the stab area is quite large
on this plane. So I suspect that your could consider
a CG location back as far as 2 inches or 32%.  I'm
still a believer that being a little nose heavy is
better than being tail heavy.

 Control travel or throw was 1/2 inch either
side of the neutral position for the rudder and 1/4
inch either side for the elevator.  I did not employ
any expo rate control.

FLYING
 Weather being what it has been on the east
end of Long Island, there hasn't been that much
opportunity for flying.  With snow on the ground
lots of times, it was impossible to take off the
ground.  But still the few hand launched flights
made were excellent.  I think this will prove a
good trainer type aircraft.

 My choice of a 40 watt input power motor
might prove a little on the “light" side.  You might
want to think of trying more like 60 watts input
power.  One of the ways of doing that is to go from
2 to 3 cell operation.  But be sure to check the data
for your particular motor to make sure that the
maximum rated power input, for your motor
doesn't exceed the motors capability.  If you want
more power, just drop me an e-mail. I'll work with
you on it.

 Flying was basically a pleasure. I can't wait
for warmer and calmer weather to get the best out
of this cute little sport/trainer aircraft.
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SUMMARY
 The AMA license numbers were provided
by Callie Graphics and don't forget your FAA
registration number.

 Another shot showing the fuselage shape
transition from a rectangle to diamond shape.  One
last thought on the fuselage construction.  As
described in this text and as shown on my plans,
this fuselage takes a little extra work.  But there is
an alternative.

 Using the side view on the plans, cut out
two regular, flat fuselage sides from 3/32 inch
balsa.  Add stringers and cross pieces.  Doing it
this way your fuselage will be a rectangular shape
from the firewall to the tall.  Appearance wise, it
should still look the same, “cute” as I stated.

 Years ago construction techniques were a
lot more complicated than they are today.  If you
have any questions on this suggestion please e-
mail me.  Good luck!

 Bob Aberle
 baberle@optonline.net
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SPECIFICATIONS

Model:  EHLING DIESEL SPORTSTER-208
 Designed originally in 1946 by Frank
Ehling  and published in Model Airplane News.
Back then it was classified as a diesel powered
free-flight design.  Converted to electric powered
RC by Bob Aberle retaining the original size in
2017.

Type: A Park Flyer size RC sport design.
Wingspan: 35 inches
Wing Area: 208 square inches
Length: 28 inches
Weight: 12.6 ounces
Wing Loading 8.75 oz/sq.ft.

RC GEAR USED:
 Horizon Spectrum DX-9 transmitter
operating on 2.4 GHz, a Hyperion HP-DSMX6RX
compatible 6 channel receiver and two Altitude
Hobbies 9 gram micro servos, operating the
rudder and elevator controls.

POWER SYSTEM USED:
 Innov8tive Designs Cobra C2203/52
brushless outrunner motor, a Cobra 11 amp ESC
and a BP Hobbies Cheetah 2 cell 850 mAh 35C
Li-Po battery pack.

POWER SYSTEM PARAMETERS:
Prop: APC 7 X 5E
Motor current: 5.6 amps
Voltage: 7.39 volts
Power Input: 42 watts
Battery Loading: 8.8C
Power Loading: 53 watts/lbs
Flight Time: 9 minutes at full throttle

SOURCE REFERENCES:
Aircraft World - Hyperion HP-DSMX6RX
Compatible 6 channel compatible receiver
 https://www.aircraft-
japan.com/en/p2729585-hp-dsmx6rx
Altitude Hobbies -  Two 9 gram micro servos
 http://www.altitudehobbies.com/suppo-
sp-90-9g-micro-analog-servo
Amazon - Self adhesive contact shelf paper used
to make simulated windshield and side windows
 https://www.amazon.com/Magic-
Cover-Self-Adhesive-18-Inch-24-
Feet/dp/B000VYGMLG
BP Hobbies - CA cement, CA accelerator, Solite
covering material, 5 minute epoxy cement, APC 7
X 5E prop and a Cheetah 2 cell 850 mAh 35C
Li-Po battery pack
 www.bphobbies.com

Callie Graphics - AMA license number decals
 admin@callie-graphics.com
DuBro - 1.50 inch diameter Mini-Lite Wheels
(#150MW), micro control horns, mini EZ
connectors, electric flyer hinge tape and 3/32 inch
wheel collars

www.dubro.com
Horizon Hobby - Spectrum DX-9 transmitter

http://www.horizonhobby.com/

Innov8tive Designs -  Cobra C2203/52 brushless
motor and Cobra 11 Amp ESC
 http://innov8tivedesigns.com/cobra-c-
2203-52-brushless-motor-kv-1540
Stevens Aero Models - .073 inch OD yellow
Teflon tubing for the elevator and rudder control
rods
http://stevensaero.com/shop/product.php?pro
ductid=16639
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The Plans Page
by Editor
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Archive #003856 - DIESEL SPORTSTER
 Frank Ehling 1946 DIESEL
SPORTSTER, converted to RC control and
Electric power by Bob Aberle.  The construction
article is included in this issue starting on page 4.
Bob has kept the same size with a minimum of
changes to produce a fairly accurate copy of the
original design which appeared originally in the
September 1946 issue of Model Airplane News
and was reprinted in the February 2017 issue of
RCMW.

Archive #000007 - ZILCH X
 Jim Saftig designed a whole series of U-
Control stunt ships of various sizes and with
various names based on ZILCH.  This one
originally apeared in the February 1953 issue of
Model Airplane News and called for the
ubiquitous Fox 35 as a powerplant.  Quick and
easy to build and rugged to take a beating while
learning the stunt pattern.  We have several more
of the ZILCH series in our files and will be
reprinting them in future issues.

Archive #000301 - HEATH MIDWING
 This attractive Half A powered scale
model by Paul Plecan appeared in the December
1950 issue of Air Trails magazine.  Plecan shows
how you can make two versions, both a midwing
and a parasol type.  I would guess that with the
lightweight electric motors, powerful batteries and
miniature RC gear available these days that either
version would make a nice little Micro RC ship.

 Here’s a summary about the plans in this
issue of RCMW.  It’s been over 10 years now
since I started publishing plans under the name
FULL SIZE PLANS.  Time flies when you’re
having fun, I guess.  When I first started the goal
was to provide quality plans to those who were
model BUILDERS, and for those who just like to
look at plans and dream about the models they
would like to build when they get “a round tuit.”
For three or four years we mailed out batches of
printed plans to subscribers.

 Then with the continued closing of news-
papers and printing sources this became more of a
problem.  Fortunately technology came to the
rescue as office supply stores and “copy shops”
became more common and large format copier
became quite common.  Prices of large copies
came down and the quality of the copies went up.

 So about six or seven years ago after com-
bining FULL SIZE PLANS with John Worth’s RC
Micro World, we switched to sending out the full
size PDF files as part of our subscriptions.  This
allowed subscribers to have copies printed locally
and also to avoid the ever increasing cost of
postage.  I expect that not too many modelers
remember that you could get a full size printed
plan from Air Trails for about 35 cents including
postage.

 The plans in this issue, with the exception
of Bob Aberle’s Diesel Sportster are from our files
and were mailed out to our initial subscribers
many years ago.  Enjoy this trip down memory
lane.

Archive #000388 - HALL RACER
 Another Paul Plecan design, this time a
control-line version of a racing airplane using
hollowed out blocks for the fuselage.  This was a
common method in the 1947 time frame when this
design was created.  Note also that the plan calls
out the patent number of what later became known
commonly as U-Control.  I understand that Jim
Walker, inventor of the system collected royalties
in order to allow others to make use of his methods.

Archive #001172 - AERONCA SEDAN
 This is an early single channel RC model
that appeared as a Midwest kit when the structures
were required to be able to support relatively
heavy radios and batteries.  Note the shaded
structure around the cabin area where the receiver
and batteries were mounted  The rudder control
was via an escapement that was powered by a
rubber band and the flyer had a choice of left, right
or neutral rudder.  Skilled flyers could do an
amazing number of maneuvers with such simple
controls but the models had to be carefully
adjusted and trimmed out.
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Archive #002001 - BUZZER
 William Winter designed this neat little
free flight model that he named BUZZER,
probably because of the sound made by the little
BUZZ CO2 motor.  It appeared in the December
1948 issue of Air Trails and would also make a
very nice little Micro RC ship.  There are still
some CO2 motors around because a few years ago
they enjoyed quite a bit of popularity.

Archive #002107 - STINSON RELIANT
 This rubber powered scale free flight
model is from one of a long line of designs by
Megow's Models, one of the very popular
manufacturers of rubber powered scale models  in
the 1930's and on up into the 1960's or 1970's
when interests switched to bigger and heavier
engine powered models.

Archive #006532 - Peterson's CRUISAIR
 Andrew Peterson designed and built this
good looking free flight model to compete in the
Nationals in 1939.  I believe it flew away at the
contest but still achieved a respectable showing
for those flights that had been completed.  The
model certainly has pleasing lines and would
cause a lot of "What's the name of that one?"
questions at the flying field.
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 Here’s the next in our series of monthly back issues of model
airplane magazines available for download to subscribers.  This
month’s choice is the April 1937 issue of Model Craftsman.

 While not as well known among younger model airplane
enthusiasts, Model Craftsman was a very popular magazine in the
mid 1930’s through about 1950 when they drifted away from air-
planes, cars, boats and railroading towards just railroad modeling
topics.  It had a lot of shop hints and was a sort of model building
competitor to Popular Mechanics.  I believe it later continued publi-
cation for many years under the name Model Railroad Craftsman.

 We have a complete collection of Model Craftsman cover-
ing the model aircraft years and are planning to digitize these also
but have not started this project yet.  The issue here was chosen
because it contained the Schmaedig STICK model airplane which
was popular and a good flier for the time.

-- CLICK ON THIS LINK PLEASE --

 This download link will be expire on September 1, 2017, so
if you’d like this issue for your own collection, better do it now.

 As a note of interest, this issue is stored in the “cloud” that
you see mentioned as one of the latest of the buzzwords used by the
computer folks.  I use a service called Mediafire which can easily
handle very large files that would otherwise cause problems with
downloading.

Back Issue
MAGAZINE ARCHIVES

from the Digitek Books Collection
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http://www.mediafire.com/file/72fddn1d5a3icap/MC_1937_04_APR.pdf
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